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ON AN IRREGULAR DIFFERENTIAL GAME* 

A.M. 'IABAS'EV 

An example of a differential game is considered and its cost function 
found. If the cost function is known, the construction of the optimal 
strategies becomes relatively simple /I/. In the regions where the cost 
function is differentiable, it satisfies a Hamilton-Jacobi type partial 
differential equation, i.e. the Isaacs-Bellman /2/ equation which, as a 
rule, is degenerate. Therefore we have, in position space, so-called 
singular sets on which the cost function is differentiable, and this 
creates considerable difficulities in determining this function. Only 
a small number of cases have been known until now, for which the problem 
in question has been successfully solved. Although the equations of 
motion and the payoff function used in the present case are fairly simple, 
they fully illustrate the difficulties mentioned above. 

The results obtained can be of use in studying singular surfaces. 
The formulas given below can be used to control the algorithms developed 
for computing the cost of the game. It should also be noted that the 
possibility, for the case in question, of applying the differential 
inequalities /3, 4/ to the cost function was tested. 

Consider the conflict-controlled system 

II = z.' - 4. 3>' = i.: / ?I / < f, 11. / '. 1 ($1 
in the time interval I= III.?). Here z,.T:. u., are scalars, while u and L' are the controls cf 
the first and! second player. 

The quantity 5(1(Z)) represents the payoff, where 

O(J) = ma1 ( j II 1. I JI j) (?I 
The Isaacs-Bellman equations for the system (1) have the form 

&- ilr 
Of--I: CI, -_iEi_i+(, (3; 

We have succeeded in constructin the ccst function ( il. .I) for the differential game in 
question, in the position space I :/Ii-. We have found that the cost function is composed of 
twelve smccth functions. 

Fig.1 

Let us first explain the following circumstance. It may appear 
that the complexity of the solution obtained is caused by the choice 
of a "very poor" paycff function, This is not so. For example, when 
the paycff function chosen is n(r)= /IT?, the cost function is obtained 
by joining together a smaller number of smocth functions than in the 
case of the payoff cf the type (2). However, we find that construct- 
ing these smooth functions is much more complicated than in the case 
in question, We note that the controlled system of the type il) was 
studied earlier'*!**Patsko V.S. and Tarasova S.I. Differential game 
of apprcach with fixed terminaticn time. Sverdlovsk, 19E3.) with 
ancther papcff functional. 

Let us write the expressicns defining the functions mentionecl 
above 

The following six functions are defined implicitly: 

ctt, ft. z, q:1 = 2 In (i J_ (i-q,-q:!",_- 2 it - 41 - ‘I-“‘- g3 - ‘F:- 211 -fn Q:j = 1, 
Qte u.z.qpt = 2 In 11 + t: - q1 - g,i’? - 2 (i - y, - 4,:': - q3 - qe - 2(Zqp - ii’? = ft 

*Prikl.Matem.Mekhan.,49,4,682-604,1985 
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@I, ct. I, cF11) = -_(I - 91 - Q1,) + 'i, (%1 - (P3 - 2)* + (pn - 'FJ - 21x 

(In (q,, - cs - 2) - 1s (2 cp (CF,,) - I))) = 0 

v (($1 = exp ($ - 1 + (28 - i,"') 

@, (1. =. Vi) = @,_1 (1, ---I, CF,) = 0; i = 8. 10, 12 

We note that a@,, (l.r,c~i)/dqi<O for all (~,z,(F,) from the domain of definition of the functions 
a, (I. I, (r,) (i = 7. . . . 12). The function ei (I,z) (i = 5, . . ., 
equation. 

12) is found uniquely from the corresponding 
This enables us to use the necessary and sufficient conditions /3, 4/ which must 

be satisfied by the cost function, for confirming the correctness of the results obtained. 
The cost function of the differential game cl), (21 is determined as follows. The position 

space I xR* is decomposed* (*An an 1 t' 
the paper by A.M. Taras'ev. 

a y ic description of this decomposition can be found in 
On constructing the cost function in an irregular differential 

game with fixed termination time. Sverdlovsk 1983. Constructions leading to the formulas 
describing the cost function and their justification can also be found there.) into twelve 
regions Gi (i = 1. ., 12). Figs.1 and 2.depict the cross-sections of the regions Gi(r= i...., 12) 
at the instants f,= l.t,=O respectively (the right-hand side of Fig.2 depicts the central 
section in enlarged form). 

The cost function of the problem cl), (2) is written in the form 
c (1. I) = q, (I, I), (I, 2) E G, (i = i, ., 12) (4) 

We note that when r~[i. 21 , the cost of the game is identical with the programmed maximum 
and has a simple analytic description 

1 

max {PI. (r3. cpa), if 91 +vs >o 
c (r, z) = IlmX j421 Tb% CFS!. if q2-t F4 >,o 

ma?; (Ps. %)! if PI+~FS<O and 'PZ+Q~~O 
(cf, = ~1 (t, I). I = 1. ., 6) 

In the strip 10.11 x R? the cost of the game is not, in general, identical with the pro- 
grammedmaximumand has a more complex structure. 

In conclusion we ncte that the cost function was found using intelligible procedures and 
the corresponding passages to the limit /5-8/. The final check of the functions obtained in 
this manner was carried out with help of the necessary and sufficient conditions /3, 4/ which 
had to be satisfied by the cost function. 

Fig.2 
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